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1. INTRODUCTION
The Sentinel-3 Platform Data Files generated by the CPOD Service contain the projection in the nadir
direction of the vector between the Centre of Gravity of the satellite and the SRAL antenna. This
memorandum shows the evolution of this parameter since the beginning the mission for Sentinel-3A
and -3B. The methodology used for its computation is explained in Section 2.

1.1. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
[RD.1] “GMV-GMESPOD-TN-0027: Sentinel-3 properties for GPS POD, v1.7”. Available at Sentinel OnLine: https://sentinels.copernicus.eu/documents/247904/3372613/Sentinel-3-GPS-PODProperties.pdf.
[RD.2] “GMES-GSEG-EOPG-FS-10-0075: Sentinels POD Service File Format Specification, v1.22”.
Available at Sentinel On-Line:
https://sentinels.copernicus.eu/documents/247904/351187/GMES_Sentinels_POD_Service_File_F
ormat_Specification.

2. METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATION OF DISTANCE PROJECTION
The nadir projection of the distance between the satellite Centre of Gravity and the SRAL antenna is
calculated as follows:
1. First, the position of the SRAL antenna vertex in the satellite reference frame is computed.
This value remains fixed in the satellite reference frame. The antenna vertex is referred to as
“phase centre” throughout this memorandum, in line with [RD.1]. The SRAL antenna centre of
phase is computed as the SRAL origin point + SRAL centre of phase with respect to SRAL
origin, according to the values provided by [RD.1]. This value has been modified on
2018/05/08 by adding 1 cm in the satellite Y direction (cross-track) following an analysis
carried out by the CPOD QWG (ref. QWG006-ALL-AI-002 and Recommendation #23 from
CPOD QWG #7).
2. The position of the satellite Centre of Gravity (CoG) is directly provided by the mission Flight
Operations Segment (FOS) using the Mass History File format defined in [RD.1]. These values
are typically updated after manoeuvres.
3. The platform off-nadir angles are computed as the Euler angles from the nominal attitude
law (i.e., simulated) to the actual attitude law (decoded from the on-board quaternions
computed by the AOCS). A more detailed definition is available at [RD.2].
4. The off-nadir Euler angles are used to construct a rotation matrix with which the actual vector
“CoG – SRAL centre of phase” is rotated, so that it is finally expressed in the nominal attitude
reference frame. More details can be consulted at [RD.2]. The nadir-projection of the distance
between the CoG and the SRAL phase centre is the Z-component of this rotated vector,
which is then written to the Platform Data Files with the tag “Dist_Ant_COG”.
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3. EVOLUTION OF DISTANCE PROJECTION
3.1. METHODOLOGY
The methodology to present the evolution of the distance projection is as follows:
1. Prior to analysing the results of the CoG-SRAL distance projection, the CoG evolution of each
satellite as computed by FOS is plotted.
2. Then, the evolution of this parameter is shown for a single day in order to analyse its
behaviour in detail, focusing on high frequency variations and the order of magnitude of these
variations in terms of distance.
3. Finally, the full series of data is shown, for which a linear trend has been adjusted. In the case
of Sentinel-3A, two linear fits have been computed to account for a jump on the results due to
a CoG variation (see details below).
Results are analysed in detail in section 3.2 for S-3A and in section 3.3 for S-3B. Finally, a general
picture of both satellites is given in section 3.4.
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3.2. SENTINEL-3A RESULTS
3.2.1. COG EVOLUTION
The initial values of the satellite CoG coordinates are given in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: S-3A CoG position reference values

CoG initial values computed by FOS
Date

X CoG [m]

Y CoG [m]

Z CoG [m]

2016/02/23

1.48900

0.21700

0.00900

The variations of the CoG coordinates with respect these initial values as computed by FOS are plotted
in Figure 1. The last update shown in the plot corresponds to 2020/03/12. With regards to the impact
on the nadir-projection of the distance to the SRAL antenna it has to be taken into account that the Zcomponent is almost aligned to nadir direction, whereas X and Y are almost perpendicular. More
details on the satellite frame can be found at [RD.1].

Figure 1: S-3A CoG variations with respect to initial values

3.2.2. DISTANCE PROJECTION EVOLUTION
The single-day evolution of the Z-projection of the vector between the CoG and the SRAL phase
centre on 21/03/2020 is shown in Figure 2, with a zoom-in in Figure 3. These plots shows that the
typical variations of this parameter are within at most ~0.1 mm of the mean value and that they vary
with a frequency similar to the orbital period (~100 min).
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Figure 2: evolution of S-3A CoG-SRAL Z-projection on 22/03/2020

Figure 3: evolution of S-3A CoG-SRAL Z-projection on 22/03/2020 – zoom-in of 4h (~2 orbits)

These small variations can be explained by the perturbations experienced by the actual attitude of the
satellite with respect to the nominal attitude law (indeed, if simulated attitude were used instead of
actual attitude from the on-board quaternions, the CoG-SRAL nadir-distance would be perfectly
constant). The actual attitude of the satellite is affected by orbital perturbations which have a strong
temporal correlation with the orbital period, hence the observed signal. For illustration, the Euler
angles from the simulated to actual attitude are shown in Figure 4 for the same period of time.
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Figure 4: evolution of the simulated to actual attitude rotation (Euler angles) on 22/03/2020 – zoomin of 4h (~2 orbits)

The complete evolution of this parameter for Sentinel-3A is shown in Figure 5. The dataset starts on
24/02/2016. The period from 24/02/2016 until 01/04/2016 (included) corresponds to a reprocessing
campaign carried out on December 2016 after a correction of a configuration error in the SRAL
antenna location. Therefore, this dataset is in line with the S3 STM Reference dataset. The full PTF
dataset used to extract the information presented in this memorandum is available on the Copernicus
Sentinels POD Data Hub (https://inthub.copernicus.eu/pod), with the product type AUX_PRCPTF. Days
containing manoeuvres have been excluded from the plot.

CoG update

Figure 5: evolution of S-3A CoG-SRAL Z-projection since the beginning of the mission
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The change in amplitude of the distance variations before December 2016 is not related to any
change in the CPOD System. The change of pattern could be explained by a modification of the
attitude law followed by the satellite during the commissioning phase, but no such information is
currently available at the CPOD Service.
The 1 mm jump on 12/12/2019 is due to an evolution of the Satellite CoG Z-component as computed
by S-3 FOS, probably updated to reflect the large out-of-plane manoeuvre which took place on the
11/12/2019. The change is detailed in Table 3-2. It is relevant to stress out that estimating the CoG
evolution in flight with a 1 mm accuracy is no easy task, so it hardly seems possible to improve the
accuracy of this estimate without dedicated calibration procedures.
Table 3-2: Evolution of S-3A CoG properties on the 12/12/2019 (extracted from the Mass History File)

CoG evolution computed by FOS
Date

Mass
[kg]

X CoG
[m]

Y CoG
[m]

Z CoG
[m]

2019/11/28

1117.485

1.49800

0.22000

0.00900

2019/12/12

1116.354

1.49900

0.22000

0.01000

As regards POD processing, the CoG position knowledge is required for the dynamic processing that is
currently carried out. However, in the future it could be investigated whether using a kinematic
processing (in which the GNSS antenna position is computed without requiring information about the
CoG) and a translation from the GNSS antenna to the SRAL antenna could improve these results and
avoid the problems involved in CoG in-flight estimation. Nonetheless, kinematic processing at the
CPOD service is still experimental. Validation activities within the CPOD QWG are on-going, because
first the accuracy and consistency of kinematic solutions would need to be evaluated against
operational (i.e. dynamic) POD products.
In view of these results, two linear trends have been estimated: one before 12/12/2019, and another
one afterwards. The independent variable is duration from the first result of each series. The data has
been sampled at a 1 minute interval. The results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. The
adjusted parameters of the linear fit are also given in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Results of the linear fit for Sentinel-3A

Linear parameters of data fit: bias and slope
Data interval

Bias

24/02/2016 – 12/12/2019

0.5559 m

1.643e-14 m/s

5.181e-7 m/year

13/12/2019 – 23/03/2020

0.5549 m

-7.143e-14 m/s

-2.252e-06 m/year
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Figure 6: evolution of S-3A CoG-SRAL Z-projection until 12/12/2019

Figure 7: evolution of S-3A CoG-SRAL Z-projection since 12/12/2019

These trends show that the evolution of the nadir-projection of the distance between the CoG and the
SRAL phase centre remains very stable over time, with variations in the order of 1 micrometre per
year at most (except for the jumps due to the CoG variations, of course). The fact that this slope is
higher for the results obtained after the 12/12/2019 does not necessarily imply any issue since there
is much less data to carry out the fit than for the previous period and the order of magnitude of the
evolution remains very small.
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3.3. SENTINEL-3B RESULTS
3.3.1. COG EVOLUTION
The initial values of the satellite CoG coordinates are given in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: S-3B CoG position reference values

CoG initial values computed by FOS
Date

X CoG [m]

Y CoG [m]

Z CoG [m]

2018/05/02

1.48200

0.21000

0.01200

The variations of the CoG coordinates with respect these initial values as computed by FOS are plotted
in Figure 8. The last update shown in the plot corresponds to 2020/04/09. With regards to the impact
on the nadir-projection of the distance to the SRAL antenna it has to be taken into account that the Zcomponent is almost aligned to nadir direction, whereas X and Y are almost perpendicular. More
details on the satellite frame can be found at [RD.1].

Figure 8: S-3B CoG variations with respect to initial values

3.3.2. DISTANCE PROJECTION EVOLUTION
The evolution of a single day of data is shown in Figure 9, with a zoom-in of 4h in Figure 10. These
figures present the same order of magnitude variations as Sentinel-3A, albeit around a different mean
value. Again, the variations are strongly correlated to the orbital period because they are caused by
the differences between the actual attitude law (affected by orbital perturbations) and the theoretical
law.
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Figure 9: evolution of S-3B CoG-SRAL Z-projection on 22/03/2020

Figure 10: evolution of S-3B CoG-SRAL Z-projection on 22/03/2020 – zoom-in of 4h (~2 orbits)

The full series evolution is shown in Figure 11. As for Sentinel-3A days with manoeuvres and
calibration activities have been excluded from the processing.
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Figure 11: evolution of S-3B CoG-SRAL Z-projection since the beginning of the mission

Since in this case the series is homogenous, a single linear trend has been fitted. As for Sentinel-3A, a
sampling of 1 minute has been used. The fitted parameters are shown in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5: Results of linear fit for Sentinel-3B

Linear parameters of data fit: bias and slope
Data interval

Bias

05/05/2018 – 23/03/2020

0.5529 m

Slope
3.351e-15 m/s

1.057e-07 m/year

Again, the linear trend shows that the distance between the satellite CoG and the SRAL centre of
phase in the nadir direction remains very stable over time. Moreover, the value of the slope (change
in distance over time) is very similar to that observed for Sentinel-3A, below 1 micrometre per year.
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3.4. OVERVIEW

Figure 12: historic evolution of S-3A and -3B CoG-SRAL nadir-projection
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